Windows Firmware for DJM-900NXS – CHANGE HISTORY
Ver.1.32 (15 November, 2016 Update)
[FIXED]
 Standby mode sometimes could not be canceled when the [LFO
FORM (WAKE UP)] button was pressed.
Ver.1.31 (27 February, 2014 Update)
 Fixed an issue where a noise might be heard in the audio input
and output from the USB port on some computers.
Ver.1.30 (16 October, 2013 Update)
 Supports "KUVO".
 Added the Peak Limiter function.
 Fixed an issue where some effects do not work as expected when
such effects are switched on.
Ver.1.28 (26 November, 2012 Update)
 Fixed an infrequently-encountered issue where DJM-900NXS
unexpectedly shuts down.
 Fixed an issue where the BPM values on the display may
randomly fluctuate if SLIP function is used on CDJ-2000NXS or
CDJ-900 which is linked to DJM-900NXS via PRO DJ LINK.
Ver.1.26 (19 November, 2012 Update)
 Supporting OS X Mountain Lion v10.8.
Ver.1.21 -> Ver.1.26 (26 June, 2012 Update)
BEAT EFFECT
 Improved the accuracy of AUTO BPM.
 When any of MELODIC, ROLL, REV ROLL and SLIP ROLL is
selected, regardless of whether the effect is on or off, if the [CUE]
button of [Beat Effects] is pressed, original sound without effect
will be output from this update.
 Fixed an issue that slight noise may be heard during operating the
X-PAD.
 Fixed an issue that the volume level of ROLL, REV ROLL and

SLIP ROLL is not always stable.
 Fixed an issue that effect sound is not always output when REV
ROLL is enabled immediately after ROLL is enabled.
SOUND COLOR FX
 Improved the response time when pressing the SOUND COLOR
FX buttons.
Ver.1.21 (5 October, 2011 Update)
 Improved MIDI timing clock accuracy.
Ver.1.20 (28 June, 2011 Update)
 Improve effects specification for higher performance arrengement
music
BEAT EFFECT
 REVERB : Volume of REVERB sound is increased when touch XPAD right side.
 TRANS : Amount of change is increased when rotate
LEVEL/DEPTH knob from center to MAX.
 MELODIC : when keep effect is on and select other channel
inputting nothing then touch X-PAD left edge, output effect sound.
 SLIP ROLL : Adjust timing output effect sound for more fitting
GRID.
SOUND COLOR FX
 DUB ECHO : Effect sound is increased when rotate COLOR knob
from center to MAX.
 GATE/COMP : Effect sound is increased when rotate COLOR
knob from center to MAX.
 FILTER : Freaquency curve and resonance is same as other DJM
series COLOR FX FILTER, when rotate COLOR knob from center
to MAX.

